TWIN WHEEL HOE WEEDER – EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENT FOR REDUCING
FARMWOMEN’s DRUDGERY
Women play an important role in agricultural operation right from sowing to
harvesting

and

post

harvesting

management. She faces lot of drudgery and
health hazards in various activities. Among
the agricultural operation, weeding is crucial
activity which involves lot of drudgery. Here
is a case study of women belonging to Self
Help Group who have adopted drudgery
reducing technology on their farm.
Yalishirund is a small village and is
15

kms

away

from

Gadag

district

headquarters. Majority of the families
families belong to landless and medium land holdings
category. KVK has organised farmers and farmwomen into self help groups. There are
about 9 women and

4 men self help groups.

In this village, during 2009-10,
2009 10, KVK has demonstrated Twin Wheel Hoe Weeder
to three women self help groups namely Durgadevi WSHG, Akkamahadevi WSHG and
Saraswathi WSHG. On an average 25 to 30 farm women participated and few men SHG
members were also present during demonstrations.
Smt. Gangavva Hanamantappa Meesi, one of the participant
participant under FLD
programme on Twin wheel hoe weeder belonging to scheduled tribe community, owns
one acre of land and a member of Durgadevi self help group. The demonstration was
conducted on 08.07.2009 in Greengram crop. Before conducting demonstration,
demonstration the
training on drudgery reducing equipments was given to farmwomen.

During

demonstration, the data was collected by comparing the twin wheel hoe weeder with
bullock hoeing plus manual weeding.
Smt. Gangavva used the weeder in Greengram crop and expressed
express
that the
drudgery and the expenditure incurred for weeding operation has been reduced
considerably. Labour requirement for one hectare of Greengram crop for weeding is 20
to 25, whereas the labour required for weeding in case of twin wheel hoe weeder used
u

area is 10 to 15. Thus the reduction in labour requirement is due to the use of weeder
twice a week until the crop gets

30-45 days older. A farmwomen can cover 1.0 - 1.5

acre land per day using twin wheel hoe weeder. Further, she also expressed that
timeliness in hoeing and weeding were possible by using weeder which other wise
would not have been possible using hoeing with bullocks and manual weeding.
By seeing this, 5 - 6 SHG members in each group started using the weeder in
various crops. On an average, they save Rs. 500 to 1000/acre towards the labour cost
for weeding operation. By seeing the success of technology, other farmwomen in the
village have contacted Smt. Gangavva and used the weeder in their fields.
Thus, the twin wheel hoe weeder demonstrated by KVK has reduced the cost
incurred for weeding as well enhanced the yield apart from reducing the drudgery of
farmwomen in weeding operation.

